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Abstract
In this paper we present a simple ray-sector model of

signal strength for indoor 802.11 networks. Signal strength
is an important parameter for a variety of important wire-
less networking tasks, such as localization and topology
control. A sufficiently accurate, yet generic, method of
generating signal strength maps is needed in order to ac-
curately simulate, design and evaluate these systems. Our
ray-sector model constructs signal maps by adding signal
bias with sectors defined by rings and randomized rays,
using a traditional log-linear decay model as a baseline.
We show our model generates distortions similar to mea-
sured radio maps by quantitatively comparing the behavior
of micro-benchmarks using maps from two buildings and
those generated by our model. Finally, we demonstrate
the utility of our model for higher-level applications by
showing it accurately predicts the performance for two
dissimilar localization algorithms.

I. Introduction
Recent years have seen keen interest in wireless net-

working because this technology is critical towards real-
izing mobile, ad hoc and sensor networks. The received
signal strength (RSS) is a fundamental property of wireless
networks, thus modeling it in different environments is
important for both understanding and realizing many tasks.
For example, localization, topology control, and routing
depend on sufficient RSS at the receiver. More importantly,
many recent works have shown that the RSS patterns
of real networks deviate substantially from what simple
models would predict. The complex shapes and dynamic
nature of the RSS patterns make modeling a challenging
problem in many systems.

In this paper we introduce a simpleray-sectormodel
that generates realistic RSS maps (i.e. specifying the RSS
at any location) for indoor 802.11 networks. A key goal of
our model is to develop a map-generating algorithm that
can be used to create a wide range of input representing
environments at different levels of complexity for various
wireless networking tasks. We thus do not seek to model
specific environments, e.g., a specific building. Instead, our
goal is to capture the essential features of RSS maps using
a simple construction algorithm that can then be used to
test and evaluate higher-level tasks, such as localizationor

topology control, at different environment complexity.
Figure 1 shows 4 RSS maps generated using different

methods: (a) measured real data, (b) a simple random-
ized circular model, (c) our ray-sector model, and (d) a
commercial product mapping the specific floor. The figure
illustrates how the models are qualitatively different and
similar to each other. The randomized circular model is
characterized by greater, unrealistic, differences between
adjacent points as compared to the other three. For the
other three data sets, we can observe a greater similarity
in structure. In particular, the commercial product and
the ray-sector model both show radial lines emanating
from an access point. There are radial patterns in the
measured data, although they are more difficult to see due
to the interpolation used to generate a complete map. The
key difference between the commercial product and our
ray-sector model is that the commercial product uses a
much more involved ray-tracing technique that requires the
modeler to know a complete floor plan of the building, the
sizes of the walls and the type of material they are made
of. Rather than tracing rays, our model distorts the basic
signal by using a randomized polar-coordinate method to
determine where to add bias. We found a randomized polar
method of biasing signals is a good balance between the
realism of ray tracing and the simplicity of very simple
propagation models. In addition, our model only uses
4 parameters that are fairly easy to reason about; 2 of
which correspond to the observed signal decay function
and variance, and the other 2 correspond to room size
characteristics.

Our primary contribution in this work is an algorithm
that generates representative 802.11 RSS maps on par with
advanced, detailed models and does not require detailed
modeling of the environment. In addition, the model is
easy to understand, requires few parameters, and is com-
putationally simple.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Back-
ground on two common models and related work are
presented in Sections II and III, respectively. Section IV
details the ray-sector model. In Section V, we evaluate
the model by a combination of quantitative metrics as
well as by examining the model’s ability to predict the
performance of two localization algorithms. Finally, in
Section VI we conclude.
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(a) From Sampled data (a) From Random model (b) From Ray-Sector model (c) From a commercial product

Fig. 1. Signal strength maps from sampled and generated data. The expected RSS at each point is shown in dBm. The sampled
data map is built via interpolation from 286 sampled points.

II. Background
When electromagnetic waves encounter objects, they

are reflected, scattered, and dispersed in complex ways. In
order to remain tractable in spite of such complexity, the
majority of current wireless networking work, especially
the ones using RSS, abstracts radio propagation by using 2
basic models: the circular model and the random model. In
this section, we briefly describe these 2 models and their
shortcomings.

A. The Circular Model

This model is essentially derived from the distance
dependent path loss model [1], [2]:

P (d)[dBm] = P (d0)[dBm] + 10nlog10(
d

d0
) (1)

where n indicates the signal strength degradation rate,
P (d0) is the signal strength at some reference distanced0,
and d is the transmitter-receiver distance. Following this
formula, locations with the same RSS form perfect circles
centered at the transmitter; we thus call this the circular
model.

Assuming a constant signal detection threshold, we
can also derive the disk/circular coverage model which is
widely used in MAC [3], routing and range control analysis
and algorithm design [4], [5]. Because real radio waves are
inevitably affected by reflection, refraction and scattering,
signal maps never really follow perfect circular shapes,
and in fact, it has been empirically observed that often the
shapes are quite irregular [6], [7]. Although the simplicity
of the circular model often makes it the only option to
make mathematical analysis of wireless systems possible
[4], it is widely criticized for its inability to characterize
the behavior of real systems [8], [2].

B. The Random model

The random model advances the realism of the circular
model by adding statistical properties to it. Signal strength
at different locations with the same distance to the trans-
mitter is modeled as a normal distribution around the value
predicted by the circular model. The following formula

would then represent signal strength from transmitteri.

Pi(d)[dBm] = Pi(d)[dBm] + ∆Pi (2)

with ∆Pi ∼ N(0, σi)

Here the mean signal strength (Pi(d)) is computed from
Equation 1. Signal strength bias,∆Pi, is thus defined
as the difference between the measured value and the
predicted value from path loss function. Note that bias∆Pi

is different from the short-term variation in signal strength
due to fast fading, which is usually modeled as Ricean,
Rayleigh or Log-Normal distribution [9] and typically dealt
with by taking the mean or median of a few uncorrelated
measurements. Signal strength in our model,Pi(d), can be
considered as such mean or median measurements.

Because of its simplicity and the integration of signal
strength irregularity, this model has been used in local-
ization algorithm design [10], localization error model-
ing [11], [12], and analysis of the transitional region in
low power wireless links [13]. However, the statistical
modeling of the signal strength bias does not account
for the real geometrical property that RSS in nearby
locations should exhibit grossly similar bias [14]. Failing
to account for this property causes modeling inaccuracy,
especially when modeling applications that take advantage
of similarities caused by the spatial locality of the RSS.

III. Related Work
Modeling radio signal propagation, either in outdoor or

indoor environments, includes aspects such as large-scale
path loss, small-scale fading, time-delay spread [9], [14].
Such a vast topic of research is impossible to cover in this
section. Instead, we focus on the most related path loss
modeling.

There are two main categories of path loss modeling:
empirical (or statistical) models and site-specific (or de-
terministic) models [9]. The former are usually expressed
as functions on transmitter-receiver distance without any
particular reference to environment details. Since we are
looking for a similar generic model, the circular and
random models from this category are used as the baseline
for our model. The primary distinction of our model from
these is its geometrical construction.



The site-specific models, on the other hand, rely on
knowledge of greater detail of the environment and provide
accurate prediction of the signal propagation. Ray tracing
is a popular technique in this category [15], [16]. It models
the signal propagation as a set of discrete ray paths from
the transmitter to the receiver. The RSS at a given position
is then modeled by accounting for all the paths reaching
that location. Although fairly accurate, such a model is
often too complex or time consuming to use. A simplified
model for indoor environments is used in [2]. Here, the
model only accounts for the attenuation of walls rather than
modeling more general effects like reflections. However
such simplification causes some accuracy degradation.
Since site-specific models require detailed plans of the
environment, they differ from our model in being not
generally representative.

Two recent works address the similar task of gener-
ating general-purpose realistic maps for use by higher-
level applications [7], [8]. Both studies are motivated to
explore models beyond the classic circular and random
ones because of result showing large discrepancies in the
predicted vs. actual behavior of higher level applications
when using these classic models.

The work in [8] describes thenoisy disk modelthat
is commonly used by localization applications, and then
presents an alternative approach based on trace-driven
simulation. The noisy disk model differs from our sig-
nal strength approach in that it is concerned only with
connectivity and ranging, as opposed to RSS. Also, our
ray-sector model has the advantage of not requiring traces
using measured data to drive a higher-level application.

The closest work to ours is [7]. That work introduces
the Radio Irregularity Model (RIM) in order to build more
realistic topologies and traffic scenarios. They quantify the
resulting impact of the RIM model on various routing
algorithms as compared to the circular model. The RIM
model is similar to ours in that it generates qualitatively
similar irregular shapes. However, it differs in that as with
the noisy disk model, it operates at a higher level because
it describes irregularities in connectivity and interference,
rather than RSS at a location. We can use the ray-sector
model combined with an RSS-to-connectivity function to
build a higher-level construct similar to the RIM model.

IV. The Ray-Sector Model

In this section, we describe our ray-sector model. It
takes into account the geometrical characteristics of signal
strength distribution while trying to maintain a normal
distribution. Effectively, the signal strength is still modeled
as Equation 2; however, the bias∆Pi, is not a random
draw from normal distribution but rather the aggregate
output from the geometrical construct of the model. Fig-
ure 3 shows the pseudo-code that implements the ray-
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Fig. 2. Geometrical construct for Ray-Sector model.

Procedure GENERATE_SIGNAL_MAP
Dmax = max(distance from a location in the modeled area to

the transmitter, an Access Point (AP))

Nrings =
l

Dmax

rho_step

m

, Nrays =
j

2πDmax

perimeter_step

k

FOR i from 1 to Nrings

FOR j from 1 to Nrays

random biasRBij = random draw fromN(0, σ)

FOR each locationLt in the modeled area
ring level RLt =

l

distance(Lt,AP )
rho_step

m

angleKt = Lt’s relative angle to AP
FOR r from 1 to RLt

interpolateRBrKt
from RBrj , j = 1, 2, ..., Nrays

bias∆Pt = ∆P(RLtKt) =
P

RLt

r=1 RBrKt
√

RLt

log style path loss function PL(d)
signal strengthP (Lt) = PL(distance(Lt, AP )) + ∆Pt

sampled value =max(min(P (Lt), max_P ), min_P )

Fig. 3. Ray-sector model algorithm.

sector model. We explain it in detail in the rest of the
section. In Section IV-C we discuss an alternative way for
generating signal maps with similar locality without using
a geometrical model.

A. Model algorithm

We adopt the geometrical construct and related termi-
nology in [14] as the framework for our ray-sector model.
As shown in Figure 2, locations around the transmitter are
partitioned into "local areas" (by both distance and angle),
which we callsectors. When modeling the signal strength
with sectors, 3 types of signal strength variations are
considered. Large-scale variations account for the normal
path loss while mid and small-scale variations generate
the additional bias. Notice the eventual sampled values are
constrained in default min-max range[min_P, max_P ] to
ensure reasonable readings.

1) Large-scale variations:Signal strength variation
among sectors along the same angle with different dis-
tances (sectors along the same ray from the transmitter in
Figure 2) are considered as large-scale variations. They are
dominated by distance effects from the transmitter. In our
model, it’s represented by the standard path loss model as
shown in Equation 1.
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2) Midscale variations:Midscale variations occur be-
cause of localized effects at locations of similar distance
from the transmitter. In the model, they apply for sectors
in the same ring, i.e., those with the same distance sepa-
ration from the transmitter but different angle separations
(the same pattern in Figure 2). Two critical parameters,
(rho_step, perimeter_step) define how midscale varia-
tions are applied in a polar coordinate context.

Figure 4(a) shows the number of rings in the model is
determined by the ratio of the furthest distance considered
in the area torho_step; similarly, the number of rays
in the model is determined by partitioning the outer-most
ring by perimeter_step. The area is thus partitioned into
sectors, which have different sizes in different ring levels.
In Section IV-B, we discuss choice of values for these
parameters and an alternative method for sector partition.

To model the midscale variation, we then generate
random biases from a normal distribution (with the same
parameters as∆Pi from Equation 2) along each ray (angle
separation) on each ring. We show such biases on 2 rings
in Figure 4(b): the circles with solid lines represent ring
divisions while the ones with dash-dot lines represent zero
bias level along each ring; random biases are shown as
circle markers at the tip of each ray; Each bias results in
an increase of signal strength when it is outside the dash-
dot circle and a decrease otherwise. Also important is that
we apply a random shift on the ray orientation on each
ring to increase the randomness.

Until now, the biases are generated independently along
each ring. Practically, along the same ray from the trans-
mitter, biases at locations further away would be affected
by those at closer distance; i.e., biases are correlated across
rings. This makes intuitive sense because an object causing
shadowing (e.g. a wall) or tunneling (e.g. a corridor) is
likely to impact RSS in further rings. Such correlation will
be handled by modeling of small-scale variations.

3) Small-scale variations:Small-scale variations cap-
ture detailed variations within a local area, in our model
a sector. They essentially represent the spatial locality of
signal strength mentioned in Section II-B. We model such

variations both along the ring and across the ring.
Along the ring, we use spline-based interpolation to

infer the biases for all the other locations on the same
ring but not on the chosen rays. Thus, the biases across
all sectors of a ring are smoothed out, but still follow
the same trend predicted by the midscale variations. Such
interpolations are shown as cross markers in Figure 4(b).

Across ring levels, biases at each ring are not indepen-
dently generated. Rather, the biases at ringi are modeled
as an aggregation of their own random prediction and all
the randomly generated biases of the inner rings (ring
1,2,...i− 1). We know from characteristics of normal sum
distribution [17] that if we define a random variableZ as
weighted sum of 2 random distributed variables, i.e.,

X ∼ N(µx, σx), Y ∼ N(µy, σy), Z = wxX + wyY

thenZ also follows a normal distribution with parameters:

µz = wxµx + wyµy, σz = w2
xσ2

y + w2
xσ2

y . (3)

We thus model the aggregate bias at a location on ring i
along ray j (∆Pij) as average of the randomly generated
biases (RB) at itself and all the inner locations along the
same ray:

∆Pij =

∑i

k=1 RBkj√
i

.

Since all the randomly generated biases (RBkj) are from
the same normal distributionN(0, σ), we can infer using
Equation 3 that the aggregate bias (∆Pij ) also follows
the same normal distribution. However, for locations not
along the designated rays, their biases are not randomly
generated from normal distribution but rather interpola-
tions as described above. Aggregation for such locations
does not necessarily follow the desired normal distribution.
We argue that the interpolation and aggregation nature still
guarantees that the generated biases fall into the same
range; more importantly however, in Section V we show
that the distribution for biases generated by this model
follow a similar shape as the actual measured data.

Figure 4(c) shows the random biases along 2 rings from
distributionN(0, 1) and the aggregation. We can see that
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Fig. 5. Analysis of sampled signal strength data.

the aggregated bias stays at a middle value when the 2 base
biases go in different directions (increase or decrease) and
strengthens it when both perturb along the same direction.

Notice that a cascade aggregation of biases as following

∆Pij =
RBij + ∆P(i−1)j√

2

seems more intuitive for modeling small-scale variations
across rings and it also satisfies the statistical requirement.
Our current experimentation shows no distinct difference
in performance from the above average aggregation, but it
may need further investigation.

B. Parameter space

A specific path loss function,PL, the bias
variance, σ, and the 2 geometrical parameters,
rho_step, perimeter_step, define the parameter space
(PL, σ, rho_step, perimeter_step), for the ray-sector
model. Particularly, (rho_step, perimeter_step) are
specific to the ray-sector model, which are used to
represent environment complexity. Intuitively, the smaller
the values used for these parameters, the smaller the sizes
of sectors and the lesser local similarity or the more
irregularity in the data.

To validate the ray-sector model, we need to find
proper parameters to match a particular building (for
further use in Section V). While(PL, σ) can be extracted
directly through simple curve fitting analysis on some
sampled data, we need to explore methods to choose
(rho_step, perimeter_step). Our current experimentation
suggests the set of numbers approximating the larger
sized rooms in the building. Intuitively, such a choice is
reasonable, since as shown in Figure 4(a),rho_step ×
perimeter_step roughly corresponds to the area of the
largest sector in the modeled area.

Another intuitive method we explored for sector par-
tition is to construct sectors with constant sized areas
(by supporting different numbers of rays in different ring
levels). However, our experimentation with constant sized
sectors did not show good results. Whether this is because
of a mismatch in the environment (different room sizes)
or in transmission nature requires further investigation.

C. Discussion

Although widely used, we have not seen a complete
statistical study showing that signal strength biases follow
a normal distribution. So here we take a brief analysis
of some sampled data. We collect signal strength value
for a particular Access Point (AP) at 252 locations in an
industrial lab which measures 225ftX144ft (the floorplan is
shown in Figure 9(b) and details about the data collection
are described in Section V-B.2). Figure 5(a) plots the signal
strength values versus the distance from the locations to
the AP; and alog curve is fitted on the data to represent the
standard path loss. Bias of the signal strength (Sampled-
Fitted) are then plotted in Figure 5(b). One thing we notice
from this plot is that the amplitude of the bias does not
show a definite trend with the change of distance, which
validates the use of constant variance in generation of
biases in both our ray-sector model and the random model.
Figure 5(c) then plots the distribution of signal strength
biases. It does show similarity to a normal distribution
yet it does not completely follow the typical normal
distribution curve. Whether or not signal strength bias
follows normal distribution, or what distribution it follows
is a topic for future research. In our model, we assume the
normal distribution, and in Section V we show that this
assumption still results in good predictions by the model.

Given the assumption of normal distribution, another
way to create signal maps is to model the signal strength
bias as a correlated Gaussian random field and generate
samples accordingly. Instead of using the geometrical
parameters(rho_step, perimeter_step), it will then use
correlations to model signal strength locality. Whether or
not one method is more accurate requires more exploration.
However, even if such an approach is more accurate,
Section V will show that our model can generate quite
accurate maps in an intuitive manner with very little
computational complexity.

V. Evaluation

In this section we validate that the ray-sector model
generates realistic data sets. Evaluating the ray-sector
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Fig. 6. Signal strength bias distribution comparison. Legends shown in the plots are variance of the biases.

model is not entirely straightforward because it does not
predict RSS values at a particular location in a specific
environment setting. Thus, we can not simply compare
the generated data with the sampled signal strength at a
particular location, as when evaluating a ray-tracing model.
Our evaluation approach instead makes use of a collection
of micro-benchmarks and higher-level applications (macro-
benchmarks) that use RSS maps as input. Because we can
show that the maps generated by the ray-sector model
result in similar behavior as real data across this wide
variety of benchmarks in different environments, we have
strong evidence it abstracts the features of actual radio
maps relevant to many applications.

To set the 4 parameters of the ray-sector model, we use
a least squares fit of the measured data to obtain the path
loss,PL, and directly use the measured variance forσ. For
the geometric parameters(rho_step , perimeter_step),
we use(20ft, 20ft) for the Core building ( Figure 9(a) )
and (30ft, 30ft) for the industrial building ( Figure 9(b)
), which roughly corresponds to the largest room size in
each building as discussed in Section IV-B.

A. Micro benchmark evaluation

In this section, we take a detailed look at the biases
generated from the model: how they are distributed, what
spatial characteristics they have and whether they match
higher level characteristics from observations. Because the
circular model does not model any bias from the standard
path loss, we compare our model against the random model
and the real sampled data.

1) Bias distribution: Bias distribution coarsely looks
at the generated signal strength set as a whole. However,
it is still a good sanity check on whether the model
achieves its target against real data. Since biases in the
random model are drawn straightforwardly from a normal
distribution, their distribution plot should nicely tracea
normal curve. The ray-sector model’s interpolation and
aggregation prevents us from mathematically proving the
normal distribution for the generated biases. Thus, for this
micro-benchmark we examine how well it matches the real
data and how closely it resembles a normal distribution.

We use the same set of data described in Section IV-C

and the bias distribution from the sampled data is shown in
Figure 6 (a). With realistic parameters(PL, σ), we gener-
ate a complete signal strength map for the whole building
floor (realized by a1ft×1ft grid covering the whole floor)
using the random model and the ray-sector model. Data are
then collected at the same 252 locations where real data
are sampled. Finally, the generated signal strength values
are compared with thePL parameter, which is fitted on
the sampled data, to get the corresponding signal strength
biases. Their plots are shown in Figure 6 (b) and (c). The
random model performs as expected while for ray-sector
model, the created plot does not follow normal distribution,
but it is quite close to normal in shape and it is similar to
the real data, both in shape and in range.

2) Variogram: The ray-sector model simulates the spa-
tial locality in signal strength data through modeling small-
scale variations. In this section we use a spatial statistical
metric, variogram, to quantify this data characteristic.

The variogram characterizes the spatial correlation in
a data set [18]. Qualitatively, it describes the spatial
continuity, or “roughness” of spatial data. Its mathematical
definition is

γ(∆x, ∆y) =
1

2
E[{Z(x + ∆x, y + ∆y) − Z(x, y)}2] (4)

where Z(x, y) is the value of the variable of interest
at location (x, y) and E[] is the statistical expectation
operator. So effectivelyvariogramdescribes the increasing
difference or deceasing correlation between sample values
as the distance separation increases. The fact that distance
separation is defined as(∆x, ∆y) allows us to do detailed
analysis along different directions. Yet here we only con-
sider the gross omni-directional measure. Thus Equation 4
can be simplified as

γ(∆d) =
1

2
E[{Z(xd, yd) − Z(x, y)}2]

where
√

(xd − x)2 + (yd − y)2 = ∆d. For a sampled data
set z(xi, yi), i = 1, 2, ..., variogram γ(∆d) can then be
estimated as follows

γ̂(∆d) =
1

2n(∆d)

n(∆d)
∑

1

[z(xi, yi) − z(xj , yj]
2
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Fig. 7. Variogram of signal strength bias.
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where
√

(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2 = ∆d andn(∆d) is the
number of such sample locations at distance∆d from each
other.

Figure 7 plot the variograms for signal strength biases
from the 3 data sets (each contains 252 data points), which
come from the real samples and from the synthetic maps
generated by the 2 models the same way as described
in Section V-A.1. As expected, biases in sampled data
exhibit spatial correlation, shown as a line with increasing
slope up to a separation of 50ft. Because the biases are
generated independently in the random model, we see
the corresponding independence from its variogram plot
as well; basically the Gamma value (γ) stays constant.
We see the variogram plot for ray-sector model displays
a similar upward trend as the sampled data. Although
further investigation is required to conclude how well
we model this trend, in terms of taking into account the
spatial correlation of the data, ray-sector model is a definite
improvement over random model.

3) Packet Reception Rate (PRR):PRR is a number
between [0-1] that describes the fraction of packets re-
ceived against those transmitted which depends on the
received signal strength. Because of the existence of signal
strength bias, transmitter-receiver pairs over wireless links
with their distance within a certain range will not have
a definite connected or unconnected state, but rather will
have only a highly varied percentage of a packet reception
rate (PRR). We thus call such a rangetransitional region,
and these have quite an impact on the performance of both
MAC and routing layers [7]. An additional validation of
the ray-sector model is to show that it has the ability to
model similar transitional regions as the ones from [13],

which only relies on the statistical modeling of biases.

We use the parameters for an indoor environment (aisle
of a building) from [13], and model signal strength and
PRR as following

P (d) = −62 − 30log10d − N(0, 3.8) (5)

PRR(rss) = (1 − e
−(rss+105)

1.28

2
)400 (6)

Visualization of the transitional region from such a model
can be seen in Figure 8 (a). Notice that such variations in
the PRR are caused by the signal strength bias modeled as
a normal distribution in Equation 5. To test our models, we
consider a20m× 20m area with the transmitter placed in
the center of the area (ray-sector model uses(6m, 6m) as
the geometrical parameter to fit this scale). Since the indoor
data collected in [13] corresponds to 21 nodes, with each
one transmitting for some time and the rest of the nodes
acting as receivers to measure the PRR, it actually involves
different directionality and locality.

To create a comparable setting, we randomly choose
20 rays from the transmitter (as shown in Figure 8(b))
and collect signal strength along the rays. 200 data points
are then randomly selected from the collection to plot the
corresponding PRR for both models in Figure 8(c) and (d).
Transitional regions defined as distance range with PRR
within [0.1,0.9] are also marked with lines on each plot.
Since the random model follows the exact same model
as [13], it should provide comparable results. We see that
both models achieve similar results, which are also close
to the analytical model prediction.
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B. Macro evaluation

In recent years, the growth of wireless networking
has generated commercial and research interest in various
methods to track people and objects. In indoor environ-
ments, where Global Positioning Systems generally do
not work, many approaches leverage the existing 802.11
network making extensive use of the signal strength to
localize objects. Because of their heavy reliance on RSS,
these localization systems are excellent applications to
evaluate the ray-sector model.

In the rest of this section, we first give a brief overview
about how typical signal strength based indoor localization
methods use the signal strength data; then we explain 2
real collected sample data sets and how comparable data
is generated using the model. Finally, we evaluate the
model’s ability to predict localization performance using
2 particular localization methods, RADAR and a Bayesian
Network (BN) algorithm, which emphasize different as-
pects of the signal strength characteristics.

Note that the metric representing good performance
for the signal map generation model is how closely the
localization algorithms’ performance tracks that using real
data; i.e. if the localization performance on real data
generates a mean positioning error of 10ft, then maps
generated using modeling should also cause a mean error
of 10ft. We show that performance for data generated from
the ray-sector model matches the results from real data
for both RADAR and BN, while the random model and
circular model can only achieve comparable performance
for one algorithm and not the other.

Although a commercial product (described in Section V-
B.2) is able to achieve comparable results as real data, its
requirement for detailed environment modeling prevents it
from being used to generate generic data for a large set of
different environments.

1) Signal strength based indoor localization:Typical
signal strength based indoor localization systems use signal
strength from then access points present in the build-
ing, AP1, AP2, ..., APn, as a fingerprint to differentiate
locations. For example, the fingerprint at locationi is
Si, (si1, si2, ..., sin). Deployment of such systems can be

divided into 2 phases. First, in the offline phase, signal
fingerprintsare empirically measured atm locations. All
m fingerprints along with their locations[(xi, yi), Si] con-
stitute the fingerprints for the sampled building. Second,
in the online phase, RSS values collected by the object to
be localized can then be used to compare with the floor
fingerprints collected offline to estimate the location.

2) Data collection and generation:In order to show
our results are not an artifact of a specific floor, we
used measured RSS data from 2 sites. The first site is
our Computer Science department CoRE building (CoRE),
while the second site is an office building at an industrial
laboratory (Industrial). Figures 9(a) and (b) show the
layout of these 2 floors, respectively.

We collected fingerprints at 286 locations on the 3rd
floor of the CoRE building over a period of 2 days. The
floor contains just over 50 rooms in a 200x80ft (16000
ft2) area. A Dell laptop running Linux equipped with
an Orinoco silver card was used to collect the samples.
The sampling procedure was to run theiwlist scan
command once a second for 60 seconds. A total of 252
fingerprint vectors were collected from the industrial site.
All of them lie along the corridors. The fingerprints were
collected over several days using a Linux IPAQ. The floor
includes about 115 rooms in a 225x144ft (32400 ft2) area
and has many corridors in-between these rooms.

Signal strength values are then collected on the signal
maps generated from circular, random and our ray-sector
model at the same locations where fingerprints for the
site are constructed. Although the RSS from different
APs for a particular location should be correlated because
the underlying environment is the same, we found this
approach impractical and so we created the signal map
for each AP independently.

To make our case even stronger, we also use a commer-
cial product specialized in signal strength prediction with
detailed building plan modeling. Environmental details
like wall locations, elevator locations and corresponding
materials are manually put in and AP details are specified.
We are then able to export signal strength readings at the
set of locations interested. Currently, such data are only
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Fig. 10. Radar localization performance comparison. Legends correspond to different ways the data sets are generated: SA -
sampled, CR - circular model, RN - random model, RS - ray-sector model, CM - commercial product.
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Fig. 11. Bayesian network localization performance comparison. Legends correspond to different ways the data sets are
generated: SA - sampled, CR - circular model, RN - random model, RS - ray-sector model, CM - commercial product.
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Fig. 12. The Bayesian network used in localization.

available for CoRE building.
To evaluate the localization performance, we divide

each data set into offline training and online testing sets
and show how localization accuracy changes with the
training set size. Localization accuracy corresponds to
average or median distance error from the testing set.

3) RADAR localization:The well known RADAR [2]
localization algorithm views the fingerprints as points
in an N-dimension signal space with each AP forms a
dimension. It will return the location of the fingerprint
closest to the testing RSS in terms of Euclidean distance
in such a space. Clearly RADAR makes use of the spatial
locality, i.e., it assumes locations close to each other exhibit
similar RSS.

Figure 10 shows the average and median localization
errors for RADAR for both buildings. In terms of matching
real data, the ray-sector model does the best; it closely
traces the performance of real sampled data, while the
random model consistently underestimates performance.
Because randomly assigned bias on RSS ignores spatial
locality, the random model violates a key assumption
RADAR builds on, and thus does a poor job predicting
localization performance. The circular model, on the other

hand, over-estimates the performance, since the fundamen-
tal locality in its data determined by standard path loss
model is not swayed by bias.

Interestingly, localization performance on the ray-sector
model data and the real sampled data is not much worse
than that on circular model. It indicates the basic path
loss model is still the dominant factor in determining the
closeness in signal strength. The commercial product gives
result similar to circular model, i.e., it has not modeled the
bias very well.

4) Bayesian network localization:Bayes nets are
graphical models that encode dependencies and relation-
ships among a set of random variables. The vertices of the
graph correspond to the variables and the edges represent
dependencies [19]. As described in detail in [10], the BN
method encodes the relationship between the RSS and the
location based on the standard path loss model.

Figure 12 shows the simple network the algorithm
used. Each random variablesj , j = 1 . . . n denotes the
expected signal strength from the corresponding access
point APj . The values of these random variables depend
on the Euclidean distanceDj between the AP’s location,
(xj , yj), and the location where the signalsj is measured
(x, y). The baseline expected value ofsj follows a signal
propagation modelsj = b0j + b1j log Dj , whereb0j , b1j

are the parameters specific to eachAPj . The distance
Dj =

√

((x − xj)2 + (y − yj)2) in turn “depends” on the
location(x, y) of the measured signal. The network models
noise and outliers by modeling the expected value,sj , as
a normal distribution around the above propagation model,
with varianceτj . I.e., sj ∼ N(b0j + b1j log Dj, τj). Using



the training fingerprints and the fingerprint vector of the
object to be localized, the network then learns the specific
values for all the unknown parametersb0j , b1j , τj and the
joint distribution (gained through Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) simulation) of the(x, y) location of the
object. The mean values along both coordinates(x̄, ȳ) are
then returned as the estimated location.

The BN localization results are shown in Figure 11.
The unusual performance for the circular model map in the
average error case requires additional investigation. While
the large variation with training size changes in the average
error plot on CoRE may most probably due to some
outliers (which is similarly modeled by the commercial
product), the results in the median error plots match with
expectations. The circular model data still over-estimates
the performance, because the path loss is exactly what
encoded in the BN algorithm and there is no bias involved.
The ray-sector model and the random model track the
measured data performance almost equally well, since the
BN algorithm does not make use of the spatial locality and
its assumption of a normal bias distribution matches the
rule used by both the ray-sector and random models.

VI. Conclusions and Future Work

In this work we introduced a simple model that builds
RSS maps characterizing indoor 802.11 networks. We
demonstrated that our ray-sector model captures the most
essential features of RSS maps in two ways. First, we
observed similar behavior in the RSS bias distributions,
variograms, and packet reception rates using maps gener-
ated from our model as compared to those obtained from 2
real environments. In addition, we demonstrated the utility
of our model by showing it predicts the localization per-
formance of two distinct localization algorithms, RADAR
and Bayesian networks.

While showing ray-sector maps are representative for
both a variety of low-level tasks and localization is critical
to build confidence in our approach, it does not demon-
strate the full potential of the model for use by researchers.
Future work would thus be to use the model for a broader
array of tasks. In particular, we believe the model can be
used for topology generation, thus allowing researchers to
construct more representative topologies for tasks sensitive
to it, such as routing, energy management, and sensing
coverage. A second longer range goal of this work would
be to demonstrate the ray sector model is applicable across
additional radio technologies. In particular we believe
recent ZigBee implementations would also be a good
match for the ray-sector model.
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